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BROAD WALK MESS
The recurring problem is parking and driving on the
grass verges. The vast majority of residents are very
proud of the highly attractive trees and grass verges and
applauded the bulb planting. Many have sent e-mails in
support of us
taking action.
Unfortunately a
very small
number of
residents and
visitors have
been damaging
DESTROYED BY CARELESS DRIVING the verges with
cars or vans.
Council officers have long been lax about this but 7
years ago Chris and Gary got support from the local
police team for a crackdown. It worked for quite a while
but this winter it got out of hand again, so we
BROAD WALK IS A
distributed a strongly worded letter to all of Broad
CONSERVATION AREA !!
Walk with a reminder of the previous police action.
There has been an immediate improvement but more remains to be done. The present powers
for enforcement are there but messy and complicated. Gary instigated a review of council ByeLaws prior to the mayor but, with nobody to drive them forward over the last 3 years, they have
been bogged down. Unfortunately this is not unique. Two years ago we challenged the mayor
about the issue when he made a show of bringing a cabinet meeting to the area. There was a
promise to take action. Over recent months reminders to him and senior officers have produced
blank looks and confusion. With the backing of a public meeting, Chris and Gary met with police
and council officers and put forward plans which have been accepted. They are gathering
backing from Councillors around the city, so we might well be able to spread the solution wider.
Meanwhile Gary and Chris met with a number of households and council officers have agreed
to finish off the job of getting the local mess sorted.

Residents’ Parking -Whether you like it or not, it is possible parking protection will be needed for
Totterdown and lower Knowle due to arena visitors. We argued very strongly that residents should have a
choice on principle and on design and hours. The Mayor has repeatedly said the schemes are not for
money making, but in fact massively raised the charges on the one existing, and all subsequent schemes,
saying he needs to balance the books. A scrutiny commission now reveals the operating profit is in £Ms
and the cost of the first scheme in Kingsdown has already been paid off. The principle that the arena pay
the cost of setting up any scheme has been won, but IF a scheme comes in should the residents’ charge be
fixed by the mayor for profit, or by local Cllrs to cover the running costs? You can influence that decision
by sending in your comments to the planning committee http://planningonline.bristol.gov.uk/online
-Applications ref 15/06069/F or by signing our petition http://www.bristolarenapetitions.co.uk/.
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Housing Benefit.

Green Capital

We reported the awful state of this service
because of lack of planning, and resources
from above. Glad to report that, following
pressure, the manager was able to tell council
audit committee that more resources have now
been made available, and the standards of
service are now returning to acceptable levels.
Still individual problems though, so if you need
help please ring us.

So Bristol’s year as European green capital is
over. Gary was part of the cabinet prior to the
mayor that submitted the winning bid and
gathered together the Green Capital
partnership.
A year ago Focus encouraged everyone to get
involved and not to let the razzmatazz or the
mayor put them off. It is unfortunate that
despite the large amount of public money put in
and the inevitable flood of companies,
organisations and individuals who wanted to
get involved, after the title was won a large %
of Bristolians have had no involvement, or any
idea what it was really about.

Hydrogen economy
Well done to Easyjet. Nearly 10% of the carbon
emissions from aviation comes from planes
manoeuvring on the ground. Easyjet are
installing an energy recovery system to harvest
energy from braking, and will top this up with
small hydrogen fuel generators on each plane.
So Bristol airport will have hydrogen
technology, but unfortunately Bristol will not, as
the city’s previous lead in this area was thrown
away by the mayor. Just one of the pledges,
given to the Green Capital judges by the
mayor, when he picked up the title, that has
been broken.

That is not to say that good things were not
done, and a lot of dedicated people worked
hard to make a difference. The original purpose
involved demonstrating how real jobs and
prosperity can come from doing things in a new
and sustainable way. A detailed examination
will hopefully work out what the lasting benefit
has been, but unfortunately the mayor is
refusing to disclose the detail of where your
£8M was spent. We think this is wrong and our
Mayoral candidate, Kay Barnard, has pledged
to open the books if elected. Other candidates
have followed her lead and we have launched
a petition http://ldbristol.nationbuilder.com/bristol_green_
capital_accounts

PLANNING APPLICATIONS IN KNOWLE
15/05570/P - 1 x 2 bed & 2 x 1 bed flat, and
ancillary building 131 Broad Walk.
16/00439/LA - Listed Bldg - Removal of catafalque
wooden box in Non- conformist chapel Arnos Vale
Cemetery & widening of doorway in East Lodge.
http://planningonline.bristol.gov.uk/online-

COUNCIL TAX INCREASE AND SERVICE CUTS

For the last 2 years Bristol city council had vastly underestimated the amount of council tax that
it would collect in the coming year. This has led to justification from the
administration to cut more services than necessary or put up council tax.
(actually both) . Liberal Democrats have pointed out the anomalies and this
third year voted against the estimate that was sent to government. Our figures
were right for the previous 2 years and could have led to a council tax freeze
or less service cuts. We have said this year that the figures are wrong by
£3M+, and we are backed up by central government calculations, but we have
been refused the right to have this debated in the council budget debate. During the coalition
government the mayor, supported by other parties, refused to accept the extra government
grant available in return for a freeze. This was a serious mistake and has cost Bristol taxpayers
millions and will continue to do so. There is no freeze grant under the new government but the
accounting discrepancies suggest that the increased social services investment, which we
support, could be achieved without such a large Council Tax increase.
DON’T LOSE YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE! Election of your 2 local Knowle Councillors and Election of City Mayor
on Thursday 5th May - make sure you are registered to vote www.bristol.gov.uk/voting-elections/register-to-vote
or ring 0117 9223400. For postal vote - www.bristol.gov.uk/voting-elections/postal-voting

A Record of Hard Work
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1. CLARENCE ROAD - THAT’S NOT THE
WAY TO DO IT!!

ROAD SCHEMES
What is wrong with the mayor’s road priorities and
delivery?
1. Clarence Rd (near Temple meads) Cost £400,000
Managed to upset cyclists, car users and local
residents. Had to be dug up and redone – initially
unsafe.
2. Airport Rd Cost £720,000 cycling on pavement
scheme that would have been dangerous to cyclists
and pedestrians. No checking of road safety issues,
no local consultation until too late to amend.
ABANDONED after money spent on unworkable
design.

3. Queenshill Rd (Knowle Park School) Cost
under £20,000 - simple scheme pushed by
parents, school and Councillors finally delivered
after much delay. Has produced significant
change and safer route to school.
4, Axbridge Rd Cost to council NIL ( around
£50,000 from unused planning levy). Design
hampered by Tesco lorry access, but safe
crossing and improved safety to those emerging
from side roads. Despite chasing, delayed 3
years by mayor. Work now in progress.

3. QUEENSHILL ROAD
MAKING IT SAFER FOR PUPILS !
5. Ilminster Avenue School crossing. Cost to
council NIL (money from unused planning levy)
Case solidly made by parents, school and
Councillors. Promises made in full council
meeting repeatedly broken. Latest estimate
March 2016

4. AXBRIDGE ROAD - ALMOST DONE! A SAFE
CROSSING AND 3 POINTS FOR DANGEROUS
PARKING ON ROAD OR PAVEMENT!
6 Redcatch Rd crossing road-table at park,
and Woodbridge Rd one way. Combined cost
under £30,000 . Major school route and
Redcatch speed concern. Woodbridge Rd
residents have been clear, organised and
united. Delayed. Latest promise “This calendar
year”.

5. ILMINSTER AVENUE
CROSSING OVERDUE! OUR CHILDREN
DESERVE BETTER!

There is a tragic pattern here where cheap locally
well researched schemes have been hampered and delayed, whilst the grandiose, some of them
dangerous, get waved through without proper care. This must change!!
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REDCATCH PARK NEWS

BUSES

Consultation started at recent Friends of the
Park meeting on even more improvements .
These include a revamp of the car park and
entrance to provide disabled parking spaces
and a safer pedestrian walkway. There are
plans for a new small entrance off Redcatch
Rd, and a new pathway from the Stoneleigh
back lane entrance, where extra drainage is
also being considered but may not be effective.
Unfortunately congestion in Bristol is so bad
The Redcatch Rd entrance is being looked at
that drivers are running over their legal hours
to see if alternative gates would be viable. One
and services are being cancelled as a result.
The 50 and 51 have suffered badly and we are side of the Redcatch Rd Privet hedge has
working with Lib Dem Councillor Tim Kent who Honey Fungus and will need to be replaced so
options and costs are being investigated. A
has posted this survey http://ldbristol.nationbuilder.com/hengrove_and bird nesting survey will take place before any
decisions are made.
_whitchurch_bus_survey.

We recently reported that First bus were
admitting to a shortfall of 150 drivers. We said
that it was poor pay structure. Glad to report
that the massively profitable organisation has
managed to find the money for a significant
pay rise for new recruits in particular and this
has plugged the gap.

SALCOMBE ROAD AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND PARK
The social housing on 1/3 of Salcombe Rd site has finally cleared all the hurdles and over 35
dwellings will start to be built in 2 months - 11 x 2 bed, 2 x 3 bed shared ownership, 7 x 1 bed
apartments, 4 x 2 bed apartments, 10 x 3 bed homes, 1 x 2 bed wheelchair accessible
apartment. Suggestions for a suitable name for the access road are welcome. The major
upgrade to the remaining park area will follow the construction. The land sale proceeds are
100% ring-fenced for parks and most of it local. We can now start to deliver other local
schemes. Everywhere else in the city is starved of improvement funds.
.

LOCAL GREEN SPACE EVENTS

NOISY NEIGHBOURS?

ARTS IN THE PARK FEST
On Sunday 11 September 12 - 5 in Redcatch Park
Calling all entrants - artists, sculptors, musicians, crafts
people, food providers, ww.elknowle.wix.com/elknowle
FAMILY NATURE DAY By the pond
25 July at Callington Road Nature Reserve
REDCATCH COMMUNITY PLANTING DAY
Look out for notices in park on FB and
www.friendsofredcatchpark.com for flower planting
border of the Jubilee Hedge. Suitable for all ages.

Not good news from noise pollution team.
Ridiculous cuts to budgets a couple of years
back now mean that it is practically impossible
to provide a decent service to those suffering
with noisy neighbours. Gary has had
discussions with the police who need an
effective council service to allow them to do
their job. We continue to campaign on this.

CONTACT YOUR COUNCILLORS - We are available every day not just at elections
Gary Hopkins
Tel: 0117 9851491
4 Preston Walk
Knowle Park
Bristol
BS4 2TP

Chris Davies
Tel: 0117 3773528
43 Norton Road
Knowle
Bristol
BS4 2EZ

Christopher.davies@bristol.gov.uk

Gary.hopkins@bristol.gov.uk
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